INCORPORATION:
LIMITED COMPANY
FORMATION
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INCORPORATION: TRADING AS A
LIMITED COMPANY
If you incorporate your business, you essentially
create a separate legal entity (a limited
company) and run your business through that
vehicle. The finances and debts of the business
are entirely separate to your own. The company
is taxed separately to you as an individual. The
profit in your company is subject to corporation
tax.

to a Limited Company for a variety of reasons,
including:
•

Possible tax savings… and in some cases
these can be very significant,

•

Increased credibility, i.e. a limited
company may be viewed by suppliers,
customers and lenders as more serious,
and

•

A reduction in the risk to personal assets
in the future.

WHY CONSIDER INCORPORATION?
A sole trader or partnership business may
consider making the decision to incorporate
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF INCORPORATION?
There are a number of ways that businesses can trade – the most common legal structures for businesses are soletraders, partnerships, Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) and Limited Companies. What are the benefits from
operating through a Limited Company? Here are just some of the benefits of incorporation:

Reductions in your tax bills.

Sole traders and partners can pay up to 50%
income tax plus additional national insurance
on any profits that the business makes (even
when you don’t draw all the profit from your
business). In contrast, corporation tax rates are
much lower (typically 20%).

Limited Liability – should a Company

fail, the liability of the shareholder is limited
to the amount unpaid on the shares, plus the
unpaid amount on any personal guarantee
agreements held with directors (most commonly
on bank loans or overdrafts). Personal assets
of directors will not be at risk if the business
struggles (unless they have loaned money to the
Company through directors’ loans).

Increased credibility – finance

companies, and other stakeholders are often
more willing to deal with Limited Companies.
Having the word “limited” after the business
name, can provide an enhanced status to
potential customers and can help with winning
new contracts and tenders.

When the Company is set up,
different categories of shares can be used which
can enable different levels of payment to be
allocated. This means advantage can be taken
of the different personal tax circumstances of
individual shareholders.

If the business property is not

Forming a Limited Company requires
that accounts are kept in order and that they
are filed annually along with Corporation tax
returns. Whilst this may be a time consuming
process, in most cases, it may make your
business easier to sell in the future.

As the Company is a separate
legal entity from the owner, there is

A director can borrow money from
the Company with no need to pay high interest
rates (shareholder consent is needed if the loan
exceeds £10k). Note: There can be a corporation
tax charge if the loan remains unpaid after the
year-end, or a benefit in kind charge for the
director and an NIC charge for the company.

Tax-free employee benefits and

incentives can be provided with the company
obtaining tax relief thereon which isn’t possible
for the self-employed employer.

owned by the Company, but personally by the
director(s), the director can extract funds in the
form of rent from the Company (with no PAYE or
NIC issues).

greater flexibility e.g. on death, the Company
continues to exist as a legal entity.

The Company has the ability to make
pension contributions or pay into a health care
scheme on behalf of employees and make other
benefits available to employees. This will require
some planning and may require the intervention
of an Independent Financial Advisor (IFA),
however it’s not a complicated process.

As part of the Company set up, you
can safeguard your privacy as much as possible
by making our office your registered office
address if you wish. We can then take care of all
paperwork (and will get rid of all junk mail on
your behalf). Just talk to us about this service.
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BUT SETTING UP A COMPANY
IS SUCH A HASSLE…

Trading through a corporate entity often makes
so much sense for any serious business and
there are so many advantages. Nevertheless, it
is a big hassle and there are many pitfalls if done
wrong. Here are just some of the pitfalls (things
we often see done wrong and wasting time and
money):
•

Incorporating isn’t suitable for everyone
and can be an administrative burden,

•

Getting the ownership structure wrong
has big implications further down the line,

•

Adverse tax consequences when not
properly considering the impact on
business property, cars and other
vehicles, and leased assets.

Here are some of the key things you must do:
•

You will have to submit your accounts to
Companies House each year – in a specific
format. Penalties are charged if they are
not submitted on time.

•

You will need to deal with Corporation tax
and have these submitted to HM Revenue
and Customs annually.

•

Each director is also required to continue
to complete a Self-Assessment tax return.

•

An Annual Return for the Company must
be submitted on time, otherwise penalties
are charged.

•

You need to write up and maintain your
company and share register.

•

Each time there is a change in directors or
shareholders personal details, Companies
House must be made aware of this.

•

Completion of dividend vouchers and
minutes of meetings kept, each time a
dividend is paid to a director.
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WHAT WE DO
But don’t worry. We can sort out all the hassle.
And we’ll help you to ensure the common pitfalls
saving you time and hours of frustration. This
illustration is a quick reminder of all the issues
you need to consider if you want to avoid all the
pitfalls and save as much tax as possible:

And to make it easier for you, we have three
different packages, so you can pick the one most
suitable for your circumstances and budget.

Is it suitable?

Ownership and group
structure

Formation and issue
of shares

Cessation date and
transfer date

Setting up your
bank account

Setting up PAYE scheme
and payroll

Employment transfer
planning (TUPE)

Automatic enrolment
compliance

Property planning and
Capital Gains Tax

VAT set up, final VAT return
and TOGC rules

Cars and vehicles

Remuneration planning

Godwill valuation and
planning

Leased assets

Capital allowances

Practical issues – who to tell
and company stationery

Company secretarial
and Registered Office

Accounting records and
bookkeeping system

Legal issues (Directors’ contracts
and shareholders’ agreements)

Financial advice

(pension review and protection)
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YOUR OPTIONS
AT A GLANCE
This table outlines what is included within each
of our incorporation set up service levels. Here’s
a quick overview of who each package is best
suited for:
Premium Set Up – This is the best option
for busy business owners who want to leave
everything up to us. Company Secretarial work
is time-consuming and cumbersome, so it’s
included in this package.
Full Set Up – This is our most popular option
because it covers every important aspect of
transferring an existing business into the limited
company.
Essential Set Up – This option is best for those
business owners who are simply looking to get a
Company set up and don’t need to transfer the
trade from an existing unincorporated business.
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Your investment is only…

Essential
Set Up

Full
Set Up

Premium
Set Up

£89

£179

£219

Understanding the critical issues and suitability
Forming your new company
Issue your shares
Remuneration planning review
Taxation compliance set up
Basic company car tax planning review
The practical issues
Auto enrolment compliance review
Cessation planning
VAT transfer planning
Employment transfer planning
Asset planning
Goodwill planning
Ownership structure
Pension review
Directors’ employment contracts
Shareholders’ agreements
Shareholder and business protection
Full company secretarial work (first 12 months)
Employee benefits review
Group structure review

Note: The price of this service is fully deductible for tax purposes, which means, in effect, HM
Revenue and Customs will refund you a portion of the cost (subject to the rate of tax you pay).

BAMBURY & CO
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HOW YOU BENEFIT
Understanding the critical
issues and suitability
Trading through a limited company is not
always suitable. You will get a ‘jargon-free’ Plain
English explanation of the advantages and
disadvantages of incorporation to ensure that
trading via a limited company is right for you.
We will also carry out detailed tax calculation to
compare the expected level of tax savings if you
incorporate your business. Once again, we want
to make sure this is right for you.

•

•

Forming your new company
Once you’ve decided on your preferred company
name we will carry out a name check (there
are rules on what it can and can’t include). And
provided that name is available we will form the
company for you, including:
•

Providing you with the original printed
Certificate of Incorporation, plus digital
PDF copies.

Bound copy of the company’s
Memorandum of Association (that’s
a legal statement signed by all initial
shareholders (known as subscribers)
confirming they agree to form the
company), together with digital PDF
copies.
Bound copy of the company’s Articles
of Association (the written rules about
running the company), together with
digital PDF copies.

•

Company Register and Minute Book with
first entries.

•

Preparing the Minutes of the First Board
Meeting (this is a statutory obligation).

•

Copies of all relevant documents filed at
Companies House.

And don’t worry about the Companies House
Filing Fee… we’ll pay that for you.

Issue your shares
When you register a company you’ll need to
make a statement of capital. Your statement
of capital contains information about shares
known as prescribed particulars.
Your prescribed particulars say what rights each
type of share gives the shareholder. We’ll do all
that for you. We will also:
•

Completing your Stock Transfer Forms (a
necessary step to set up your ownership
of the company).

•

Printed share certificates together with
digital PDF copies.
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Remuneration planning review
Trading through a company offers numerous opportunities for tax planning and
that includes how best to extract cash and profits from your company. We will give
you an overview of the different ways to extract cash (some common ways include
salary, bonus, dividend and interest on outstanding loan account balances).
There are a number of pitfalls when not done properly (for example, taking a
monthly dividend is open to attach from HM Revenue and Customs who may seek
to treat it as salary). We will guide you through the pitfalls, which means you can
relax knowing you are doing things in the best way.
Before each financial year-end we will offer to carry out a detailed remuneration
planning tax review. As part of that review we will deal with all the statutory
paperwork. Although this will be subject to a separate fee, that fee will be based on
the tax savings we find… if we can’t save you any tax you don’t have to pay for our
review.

Taxation compliance set up
You will need to make HM Revenue and Customs aware of your new company
and – where applicable – register for VAT, set up a PAYE scheme and register for
Corporation Tax. It’s a hassle. But don’t worry… we’ll do all of this for you:
•
•
•
•

Deal with your VAT registration
Setting up your PAYE scheme
Registering your company for Corporation tax (there are penalties if this is
done late)
Registering for self-assessment tax (where any of the directors are not already
registered)

BAMBURY & CO
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Basic company car tax planning review

The practical issues

The tax position with cars is incredibly complex and changes every
year. And the tax on company cars can be very high. The treatment of
cars can impact on VAT, PAYE, National Insurance, Corporation Tax and
who bears the capital and running costs of the vehicle.

A limited company is a separate legal entity. And that means there
are numerous statutory rules you must be aware of. Don’t worry, we’ll
explain your obligations in respect of:
•

Your required accounting records to ensure you comply with HM
Revenue and Customs requirements.

•

Your required statutory records to ensure you comply with
the Companies Act. For example, every company must deliver
an annual return to Companies House at least once every
12 months. The company’s director(s) and the secretary are
responsible for ensuring the annual return is filed on time. It is
a criminal offence not to deliver the company’s annual return
within the permitted timescales for with Companies House may
prosecute the company and its officers.

•

What you must show on your company letterhead, invoices and
other documents.

•

We’ll let you know exactly who you need to inform, now that
you’re a limited company.

There are a variety of ways of treating cars, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Owning the cars privately and claiming an expense for business
mileage
Owning the cars through a separate unincorporated business
Providing employees with company owned cars
Using the corporate bulk buying power to secure cheaper car
prices for employees
Making pool cars available

With every option there are issues that need careful consideration.
The great news is, whenever there is a complex tax position there are
always opportunities to save tax.
As part of this basic review we will provide a summary report setting
out the pros and cons of each option.
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AutoMATIC enrolment compliance review
Since April 2012, all UK employers are legally obliged to automatically
enroll all eligible workers into a qualifying pension scheme by a specific
deadline (‘staging date’). Where this applies you must by law create and
maintain detailed records of correspondence with workers, workforce
assessments, joiners and leavers and pension payments. This is one of
the most onerous challenges to face the businesses in recent years and
the financial penalties for breach can be severe.
As part of this service we will review your position and advise to help
ensure you are complying with this onerous legislation and minimise
your exposure to penalties.
In the event you are not fully compliant with the law we will as part of
our no surprises fixed fee policy give you a fixed price for any additional
work required to ensure you fully comply with the law.

Note
If you would like us to carry out detailed
calculations and help you to implement the most
appropriate strategy this is outside the scope of
this Incorporation set up service. However, as with
all of our tax planning services, under our ‘No
Surprises’ fixed fee policy we will give you a fixed
price and we guarantee that fixed price will be
significantly less than the total tax savings.
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The following are included within the
full incorporation set up service

Cessation planning

VAT transfer planning

Employment transfer
planning

When you transfer your trade from an
unincorporated business (sole trader
or partnership) to a limited company it
is usual for the existing unincorporated
business to cease trading. However,
there are tax-planning opportunities
and we want to make sure you pay the
minimum amount of tax.

If your existing unincorporated
business is VAT registered you have
the option to transfer your existing
VAT number. This is called a transfer of
going concern (TOGC) and has many
implications.

If you have employees in your existing
unincorporated business and you
want them to remain as employees in
your new limited company then you
must be aware of the complex TUPE
regulations. We will advise you on
your obligations in relation to your
employees.

The date your existing business ceases
to trade has a big impact on the timing
of your self-assessment tax payments.
Sometimes it’s better to delay the
cessation of the unincorporated
business. And sometimes there are good
reasons not to completely stop trading.

We will review your VAT position
and advise the best option for you,
including whether one of the available
VAT schemes is appropriate for your
new company.
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Asset planning
If you have assets in your existing
unincorporated business – whether
owned or leased – you must consider
the implications of transferring them
to the new limited company. You could
face unexpected capital gains tax bills or
balancing charges in respect of capital
allowances. And then there are Stamp
Duty Land Tax considerations where
property is concerned.
For example, property can be owned
by the limited company, owned by a
pension scheme or owned personally
by the directors/shareholders. There
can be very big tax savings from getting

Goodwill planning
the ownership right from the outset.
We’ll carry out a planning review and
advise you on the best treatment of any
property.
We’ll also advise you on other assets and
any lease agreements you have.

Very often the biggest asset being
transferred on incorporation of an
existing business is goodwill. This
transfer is deemed to be at market
value because the disposal is made
to a connected party. This has the
potential to trigger a big capital gains
tax (CGT) charge and unexpected tax
bill. Fortunately there are a number of
CGT reliefs and planning opportunities.
We will carry out a goodwill planning
review to identify the best available tax
reliefs and quantify the possible level
of tax savings.

BAMBURY & CO
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Ownership structure
There are so many things to consider
when setting up your share structure.
For example, whilst it might seem
a good idea to offer other people
a minority stake it may cause
problems later if you want to remove
shareholders. Another consideration is
whether you want to reward different
shareholders in different ways. You
might want to consider different
classes of shares (for example, B shares
which do not carry voting rights).
Getting the share structure wrong
at the outset can cause very big
problems at a later date. We’ll take

Pension review
you through all the key considerations
and recommend a structure which
best meets your needs, both now and
in the future (for example, when you
eventually want to retire or sell the
company).

Pension regulations are continually
changing and getting increasingly
complex. There are 3 types of review
that should be carried out on a regular
basis:
•

A state pension review to
ensure that the owners of the
business are maximising their
entitlement to state pension and
whether any action is required
to maximise the return for
individuals.

•

A personal pension review to
ensure that personal pensions
are on track for the individual’s
retirement requirements. The
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review should be undertaken
by an appropriate Financial
Adviser and may well cover the
performance of funds, charges
and future needs.
•

A business pension review to
ensure that the employing
business is being compliant with
the New Work Place Pension
rules, has in place a suitable
pension for employees and is
getting value for money for it.

As part of this review we will carry
out some calculations and a review
to ensure the business owners
have contributed enough state

contributions and advice on whether
or not to make additional voluntary
contributions.
And working in conjunction with
our financial adviser we will ensure
businesses are being compliant with
the law, and that both businesses and
individuals are making the correct
contributions for both their obligations
and the individuals’ future needs. The
financial adviser will ensure that the
pensions in place are suitable, value
for money and performing as required.

BAMBURY & CO
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The following are included within the
premium incorporation set up service
Directors’ employment
contracts and
shareholder agreements

Shareholder and
business protection

It’s really important to have well drawn
up agreements at the outset that deal
with all the things that can go wrong in
the future (for example, if shareholders
fall out, someone wants to exit/sell/
retire or the consequences of divorce).
When things go wrong, without properly
drawn up agreements legal fees to
resolve problems are usually in excess of
£15,000 and can reach 6-figures.

Business owners often overlook
business and shareholder protection
and yet this can cause major problems
in the event of the ill health or even
death of a key person.
For example, should one of the
business owners pass away, then
their business interests could pass
to a relative of the deceased or an
individual named in their Will and who
has no experience of, or no interest in,
the day to day running of the business.
The new owner may wish to run it
in a way that is unacceptable to the
other existing owners or even want to
sell their share rather than becoming
involved in the business.

The protection cover can enable
shareholders to ‘buy-out’ the shares of
a business colleague who has died or
become too ill to carry on working. It
can form part of an arrangement that
is designed to ensure that control of
the company stays in the hands of the
current owners and that the family that
inherits the shares receive their full
value.
Working in conjunction with our
financial adviser we will look at the
best way to structure protection for
the business owners and ensure that
the current legal set up and statutory
records are suitable for the proposed
solution. The financial adviser will
identify and implement the appropriate
policy for the required protection.
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Full company secretarial
work (first 12 months)
The Companies Acts 1985 and 2006
include legislation on company
secretarial requirements. It’s a hassle
and the government keeps changing the
rules. And your statutory books can be
inspected at any time. We can take all
this hassle away from you and deal with
all of the following:
•

•

Writing up, maintaining and
storing your company’s statutory
register and share register,
including dealing with share
transfers – so you know this
important job is done properly.
Dealing with all company
secretarial work, including
preparing minutes of meetings.

•

Dealing with the allotment or
transfer of shares for up to 10
shareholders.

•

Preparing the annual return and
all statutory forms for filing at
Companies House, for example
appointment and resignation of
company directors, change of
accounting reference date – so
you never have to pay fines
or penalties for being late or
getting things wrong.

•

Completed resolutions in
accordance with the Companies
Act to dispense with the holding
of annual general meetings,

the laying of accounts before the
company and the appointment
of auditors on an annual basis (if
required).
•

Answering any questions you
have, at any time, on any aspect
of your responsibilities under
the Companies Act – so that you
always have complete peace of
mind.

BAMBURY & CO
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Employee benefits
review

Group structure review

We will obtain an application form,
assist you with the completion of
the application form, submit your
application form, arrange for the Deeds
of Participation to be signed by you, and
send you a welcome pack. Where we are
carrying out your payroll we will prepare
the first employee assessment and send
to the administrators.

A corporate structure is often a
very efficient trading structure for
saving tax as well as limiting liability.
However, further tax savings – as well
as sound commercial reasons – can
often be realised using either a ‘Group’
structure or making use of LLPs. We
can review:
•

The current and future needs
of the current business owners
and how the current structure
meets them.

•

The current level of business
profits, and expected changes to
profit levels.

•

How the current business
structure will meet the future
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needs of the business owners and
the expected changes in profits.
•

Whether changes to the business
structure can commercially be
made, possibly splitting down
the business, reorganising
business interests, setting up new
companies, or limited liability
partnerships.

•

Whether the overall tax burden
can be significantly reduced by
the changes.

Given there are a number of variables
and a number of solutions then only
once a detailed review is undertaken can
an ideal solution be identified.

BAMBURY & CO
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POPULAR
ADD-ONS
There are a number of
additional services we can
offer to save you time, save you
tax and remove the risk from
overlooking your statutory
obligations.

Here are our most popular services when setting
up a new limited company.
Goodwill planning
implementation

Company car tax
planning

If our initial goodwill planning review
indicates an opportunity to save
tax we will give you a fixed price for
implementing the planning. This will
include valuing goodwill, negotiating
with HM Revenue and Customs to
agree the valuation, and submit the
appropriate CGT relief claims.

If you would like us to carry out
detailed calculations and help you
to implement the most appropriate
strategy this is outside the scope of
this Incorporation set up service.
However, as with all of our tax
planning services, under our ‘No
Surprises’ fixed fee policy we will give
you a fixed price and we guarantee
that fixed price will be significantly
less than the total tax savings.

Our fixed price will always be less than
the tax you save, which means if our
planning is unable to save you tax we
won’t charge you a penny.
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Full company
secretarial
work

Registered
office

We will carry out your company
secretarial work free of charge for
the first year as part of our premium
incorporation set up service. If our
essential or full set up packages are
more appropriate we can still carry
out the full company secretarial work
for just £29 plus VAT per month.

Every UK limited company must
have a registered office address. It
must be a physical location in the
UK at which official documents can
be served. Although your registered
office can be the address you trade
from, many business owners choose
to use the address of their accountant
(since the accountant usually deals
with company services, such as the
completion of the Annual Return).

From as little as £39 plus VAT per
month we’ll make your life much
easier. It’s payable on monthly Direct
Debit so you can spread the payment
and easily manage your cash flow.

BAMBURY & CO
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Payroll

Automatic enrolment

Cloud accounting
set up

Even if you don’t have any other
employees you will need to have
a PAYE scheme set up because
the directors of the company are
employees. We will set up your PAYE
scheme as part of our incorporation
service.

In the event you are not fully
compliant with the law we will as part
of our no surprises fixed fee policy give
you a fixed price for any additional
work required to ensure you fully
comply with the law.

A cloud accounting system will make
your life so much easier. Here are
some of the benefits:

Many of our clients choose to let us
then run the monthly payroll. Let us
know if you’d like us to take away that
hassle for you.

•

It saves you a very significant
amount of time,

•

Gives you 24/7 access to upto-date financial information
and reports (you can use cloudbased software from any device
with an internet connection),

•

You can sleep at night knowing
your sensitive financial data is
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Bookkeeping
always secure and backed-up
automatically,
•

No system downtime because
all software upgrades are
automatically installed. This
worry-free maintenance saves
you time and hassle,

•

It reduces your accountancy
fees because it makes it easier
for your accountant to produce
end of year accounts, and

•

Since your accountant can
access your data 24/7 you get
more value from an accountant
– they will help you run and
grow your business rather than
just adding up the numbers.

From as little as £397 plus VAT we can
set up your system for you.

Did you know we offer a full
bookkeeping service? Talk to us if you
are interested in this. Not only does
this save a very significant amount of
time, when we do the bookkeeping
we will prepare your end of year
statutory accounts completely free
of charge.

Remember: The price of these services are fully deductible for tax purposes, which means, in effect, HM
Revenue and Customs will refund you a portion of the cost (subject to the rate of tax you pay).

CONTACT US
Bambury & Co Chartered Accountants
Suite 3
Enterprise House
Telford Road
Bicester
Oxfordshire
OX26 4LD
01869 222830
patrickcb@bambury.info

